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Who Am I 

 Trimmed with lace darker than night itself, she seemingly conceals whoever possesses 

her. Fringes sprawled across the web of lace tell of an ancient story behind her past. Born and 

raised in a foreign country she calls home, I visited. With no expectation of meeting such a 

beautiful artifact, I sought only to visit my existing family in Italy. Upon learning of my culture, 

I yearned for a memento and stumbled across what had been in my family for years. She was 

then to be handed down through the sands of time by the same hands that used her. When held 

close, you can smell the faint aroma of saltwater mixed with the pines and nearby olive trees that 

make up Italy. She is a constant reminder of a beautiful country. 

 Awaking from her slumber, she stretches out her backbone that had been asleep for quite 

some time. Even then, you can still feel the pleats in her body. They ripple, and ripple like waves 

across a vast ocean. Never made to be smooth or flat, but a strong body nonetheless. One made 

of rough cotton; it bears the beauty of dancing flowers. Painted smiles with vibrant colors 

express each flower individually. They move as one but are unique in their own way. Pinks and 

blues, yellows and reds, all different, but bound by the green that holds them close. She moves 

almost hypnotically when the traditional music of her home is heard. So upbeat and joyous are 

the mandolin and accordion together. In sweet harmony, she moves gracefully with her master.  

 A jack-of-all-trades, she is; even in the blistering heat, dead of summer. When held by the 

base, she flaps her only wing; sending ice chills down your spine. A sturdy frame holds her 
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together. It is not just an ordinary skeleton, but one of beautiful designs engraved into her bone 

structure. Some of the many beautiful designs that are engraved are faded with time and use of 

what she has to offer. However, for those bones with designs not faded, one can see the beauty 

they hold. There are gold swirls and gold lines that make up a reoccurring pattern on every bone 

in her body. These bones she has, overlap each other. They fan out in an underlying way as if to 

tell you what she is. 


